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German - Oman Cooperation

The UN General Assembly declared 2010 to be the „International Year for the Rapproche-
ment of Cultures“ in order to support the cultural diversity and the intercultural dialogue.

This was the reason for us, that is the Ministry of Tourism of the Sultanate of Oman, the 
district of Lippe, the Nature Park Teutoburger Wald / Eggegebirge, the Lippe Tourismus & 
Marketing AG, Gulf Jewels Tours LLC and INTEWO to make a contribution concerning sus-
tainable development in the fields of education and tourism to the cooperation between the 
Sultanate of Oman and the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Among other things the mutual efforts include an exchange programme for students, a 
knowledge transfer and varied means to improve cultural and cross-cultural understanding. 
Within the context of this cooperation since 2010 the Sultan Qaboos University has been 
sending students of tourism to the region of the Teutoburger Forest. Doing internships, the 
students are supposed to get to know the above mentioned wonderful holiday region and 
the tourism infrastructure.

Learning a lot about European culture is of prime importance to them but establishing con-
tacts which might be helpful for their future professional lives and representing their native 
country Oman is so as well.

I am pleased that the once casual connections between the regions Teutoburger Wald and 
Oman have developed into a solid bond. Our next step towards an even better solidity of this 
bond will be the further development of the students exchange in a way, that students of our 
local Universities of Applied Sciences will be enabled to do internships in Oman.

Together we will advance the rapprochement of cultures.

Friedel Heuwinkel
Administrative Head of the District of Lippe
President Nature Park Teutoburger Wald / Eggegebirge

Foreword by the Landrat 
of the Lippe District
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Education is the Key

We at INTEWO believe that education is the key to a more sustainable future. Therefore, 
over the last years INTEWO logistically and financially is supporting the annual SQU Summer 
Training in Germany. Investing in the future of our children, the future leaders and decision 
makers, is important to support a global sustainable development.

The German-Oman Cooperation, which has been formally inaugurated in 2010, between 
Omani and German partners, is the fertile soil and environment to offer young Omanis the 
chance to gain international experience and to learn more about the different approaches 
and concepts in their field of competence, namely tourism and hospitality.

Everybody who was able to have insights into different cultures and learning experience 
abroad during his personal education knows about the value of these unforgettable experi-
ences. It is our common goal to provide good and practical cross-border education and to 
support the exchange of ideas and experience between the two friendly countries.

Germany has a long experience with being a global leader in providing environmentally con-
siderate tourism development. I am confident that tourism development in Oman will benefit 
from the impressions and ideas, which the SQU students learned during their training.  

In addition to professional knowledge and experience, the training program is also making a 
notable contribution to the rapprochement of cultures, as it has been declared by the United 
Nations in 2010.

In the light of this we call all concerned stakeholders to support the upcoming activities in the 
frame of this international exchange program.

Khalid Nasser Al Toubi
Chief Executive Officer
INTEWO | National Sustainable Development Enterprise LLC

Foreword by the Chairman 
of INTEWO 
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Practical Experience

Lessons and learning in University classes is mostly limited to theory. For the annual tailor 
made SQU Summer Training in Germany we follow a more practical approach. 

Learning a language is of course easier in the language’s country of origin. At the beginning 
of the training program, the SQU students participate in a two weeks language course, 
which, among general terms, is focusing on the region, tourism and what the students will 
do in the coming weeks. This seems to be very useful in limiting reservations in the practical 
use of the German language in a real environment. For most of the students it is the first 
time, where they can prove the language skills, which they gained at the University, in reality. 
The next important step of the training program is to link the language skills with the literal 
aim of their studies: tourism.  

The project region in East Westphalia and in particular the Nature Park Teutoburger Forest / 
Eggegebirge is rich in cultural and natural diversity. Here, one can find some of Germany’s 
most remarkable tourist attractions, namely the Hermanns Monument and the Externsteine. 
There has been valuable investment in sustainable tourism development over the last years, 
leading towards a modern and well functional tourism infrastructure and services. During 
the training course the students have visited some of the most important attractions and 
got insights in the innovative services sites offer for visitors. Also, wherever latest trends in 
tourism and marketing apply, the students were encouraged to learn details of the concepts 
and ideas behind.

Finally it is an important task for the trainees, to seek for potential links and a common 
ground in tourism in Oman and to develop ideas, wherever features and procedures could be 
transferred from Germany to Oman to support a sustainable tourism development in Oman.

Henning Schwarze
Managing Partner 
INTEWO | World Habitat Society GmbH

Foreword by the 
Internship Supervisor
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Where actually is Schlangen?

When our students tell Germans that they had their summer training in Schlangen, most 
of the time people do not know this place. Why then has the Tourism Department of Sultan 
Qaboos University been sending students to an unknown place in Germany for the last four 
years? 

It has something to do with the question “Where actually is Oman?”, which you still frequent-
ly hear from people in Europe. 

In Schlangen and the region Lippe, our students see what people are doing in order to make 
their place known and to attract tourists. One expects big cities to promote tourism, but in 
order to make a whole country a flourishing tourist destination it is necessary to get the 
creative ideas of all its inhabitants. The region Lippe is just one of many areas in Germany 
where the local communities do their utmost best to make their home place attractive and 
interesting – for themselves and for visitors. It is the way citizens are active for the benefit 
of all, that we want our students to experience and bring home to their own small or larger 
home towns in Oman. 

Be it the well-functioning public transport in Germany that impressed the students, or the 
traditional festivities in small places, the environmental protection efforts or the use of solar 
energy, as a result of their summer experience in Germany the students were able to compa-
re to their home and come up with many suggestions for possible improvements.

Of course, we hope that the students’ suggestions will find sympathetic listeners with pre-
sent and future decision-makers in Oman, so that Oman can continue to be a vibrant tourist 
destination. 

Andrea Wenke
College of Arts & Social Sciences
Sultan Qaboos University

Foreword by the German Teacher
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Introduction

Hello and A’SalamAlaikum,

This is SQU Summer Training Course 2013’s team. We Fatma Al-Baluchi, Zainab Al-Shuaibi, 
Ibrahim Al-Matrushi, Madyan Al-Balushi, Isehaq Al-Wahaibi and Ahmed Al-Souli did our se-
cond internship in Germany with INTEWO World Habitat Society and as a part of our training 
we decided to make and write this diary: to summarize our 6 weeks journey and represent 
it as our training report. It will also be very useful for others who are interested in having 
training in Germany or thinking to visit it for tourism purposes. 

Our internship started on 23rd of June 2013 in Schlangen near Paderborn,  and lasted until 
31st of July 2013. We continued our work for one week in the tourism department in Sultan 
Qaboos University. 

One of our internship aims was to study tourism sights in the tourism destination to compare 
between them with what we have here in Oman, bearing in mind that tourism in our home-
land is still young and developing.  We were inspirited by what we saw and took as a model 
the area in Germany for our recommendations about how we can develop some tourism 
services in Oman.  

We tried in the following pages to put our unique experience in our readers’ hands, and give 
a clear picture about what we learned during our 6 weeks training.
 
Fatma Al-Baluchi, Zainab Al-Shuaibi, Ibrahim Al-Matrushi, Madyan Al-Balushi, Isehaq 
Al-Wahaibi and Ahmed Al-Souli

Six weeks in a Nutshell
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Adlerwarte Berlebeck

For all bird fans, especially birds of prey such as eagles, here is one of the best places in 
Germany that visitors of all ages can enjoy.

Adlerwarte is one of oldest and very first bird reserves in Europe. It was build around 1948, 
hosting 180 different types of raptors from 48 species.  It is located in Detmold.  Beautiful 
grey eagles, fast falcons, owls and huge African snake eagle and many other magnificent 
birds can be seen flying in the show.  

Adlerwarte is a very popular visitor attractions, especially for families. It provides a lot of 
activities and programs to entertain its visitors starting from the entrance, where there is a 
small play ground for children, moving to an information desk, souvenir shop and restaurant. 
However, one of the most important activities if not the highlight in Adlerwarte is an eagle 
show performed on a very wide stage twice a day. That only, after one moment of beginning 
the show, audience find themselves surrounded by majestic raptors. 

Adlerwarte is a fully equipped reserve that provides special medical care for these wild 
animals and takes care of their food and shelter.
In Oman, we have many natural places where birds of prey still live in the wild. However, 
their habitats are shrinking and therefore they need to be protected. For this, awareness has 
to be build amongst Omani residents and tourists. It is highly recommended to set up bird 
watching spots with some tourism structure, to introduce more forms of sustainable tourism 
in Oman. 

I think it will be great to apply such an idea especially in Oman’s mountains like: Jebel Sam-
han in Dhofar, Jebel Shams and Jebel Akhdhar. These locations are perfect for bird watching; 
because they are consider as some of best tourism attractions with weather cooler than any 
other places in the Sultanate –at the same time these places are known as natural habitats 
for different kinds of birds.

          www.adlerwarte-berlebeck.de

Bird Sanctuary
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Hermanns Monument

Hermann the German – we heard of this impressive name and were curious to see the sta-
tue located in Ostwestfalen-Lippe in Germany in the Southern part of the Teutoburg Forest, 
which is in Southwest of Detmold in the district of Lippe, telling a 2000 years old heroic story. 
It took 40 years to finish the statue and was built from 1838 und 1875 by Ernst Von Bandel 
who died after finishing the monument in 1875 by one year only so it was his life time work 
with 53X46 meters he built the highest figure statue of the world at that time.  

The monument was built in honor of  a great warrior  to tell the heroic story of Hermann (also 
known as the one who brought the victory over the Roman occupants. at the Battle of the 
Teutoburg Forest; that clarifies the meaning of Hermann’s sword inscription:  “German unity 
(is) my strength - my strength (is) Germany‘s might.”  That shows the relation to the time the 
monument was built in, and soon the statue became a symbol of German patriotism.

This monument was built around 1874 honoring the unity of German people in a common 
fight against occupation, ending in a united country which reminded us of our own coun-
try’s history as in 1970, Oman’s unity was introduced by a great character too. His Majesty 
Sultan Qaboos bin Said who brought with his wisdom and braveness light and freedom for 
the country.

Over 130,000 tourists a year visit the attraction, we did too. When we visited the statue, we 
climbed the spiral staircase to an observation platform at the base of the statue, which opens 
a view over the town and the Southern part of the Teutoburg Forest below. It was spectacular!
The idea of Hermann Monument made us think: why can’t we build a climb-up statue tower 
in Oman or something easy to climb to get wide landscape views? No matter if this view is 
sea or desert! Why don’t we build a statue for His Majesty or a symbolic art sculpture for 
honoring our nation’s founding father – thanking him for what he did for our country and 
our nation! We can build it high over one of mountains that have great views. For tourists, 
there we can add some hiking services to climb to the monument. Maybe we can add some 
telescopes to let visitors enjoy distant views or special spots for watching the sunset or other 
things to make it more unique. For sure, there need to be displays to tell the history of what 
the monument is honoring.

          www.hermannsdenkmal.de

Honoring the Heroes
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Corvey Castle

Corvey Castle is considered to be one of the most unique sites tourists would like to visit, 
starting from the story that castle trying to tell its visitors through its dramatic architectures 
ending up to its very old atmosphere that takes the viewer to the 9th century.

Such an attraction shortly might be appointed as one of UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites; 
because it is almost the only completely preserved Carolingian  work in the world, besides 
having a very old part represented as a church that goes back to the 9th century as well.
Having this church is clear evidence which tells that Corvey was a spiritual center back then. 
Moreover, it had cultural and political importance as well as economical which can easily be 
seen by the castles different rooms.

The castle is divided into two parts: medieval times and other part that goes back to nearly 
1000 years. It has a lot of rooms, each room with unique wall paper, showing how rich and 
wealthy the duke was who owned Corvey. It also, contains varied wall paintings and a lot of 
Scriptorium writings that clearly can be observed in the old part of the castle.

Corvey as both tourist and upcoming World Heritage Site is very well managed and conser-
ved, although it is very old yet it is opened for visitors and special events can be held in its 
medieval part. People still use the new church and visit the old one and there is a restaurant 
and resting rooms.

From here, we can get some ideas how to represent and develop Oman’s attractions that are 
listed as UNESCO’s WHSs, as they are not yet invested in the right way. Until now there are 
missing information desks and souvenir shops in some of these sights.

          www.schloss-corvey.de

Promoting Castles as 
Cultural Heritage
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Weser-Skywalk

Our first “Sky Walk” began in a forest in the Höxter District – on a small, not too difficult 
track we walked through a rather dense forest with magnificent old trees and a lot of other 
greenery. Our German friends told us about the rare and protected plants that grow there.  
When we reached the end of the track, we were surprised by the structure that awaited us 
there. High on a natural cliff was a man-made construction out of steel with a platform. After 
we climbed the steel staircase, we understood the purpose of the skywalk: hanging about 
80 meters over a a river valley it opened a breathtaking view over the winding water and its 
green banks, barren rock formations, fields and forest. The platform can hold bigger groups 
of people and it felt very safe.

Since the idea of a Sky walk is simple, being something like a stage located in high point in 
a cliff and from it overlooking a valley, there are good chances to apply this in Oman. A Sky 
walk can be made of steel, glass or wood with holes which let you see through it. 

Actually even though our visit was short, it was a great experience for us.  A Skywalk gives a 
new dimension to beautiful nature. We thought how we can improve and develop unknown 
places to become a famous tourist destination with a simple modification. There are many 
places in Oman where we can apply the idea of a Skywalk, just giving people an easy access 
to a place from where they can see more than from the street. Places like Oman’s Grand 
Canyon overlooking Wadi Nakhr or over a cave like Cave Al Jinns rend themselves to this 
kind of activity and it does not cost that much to set up in the first place. Of course there it 
involves some investment also in safety, maintenance and marketing, but it certainly is worth 
it because it will attract many people, thus stimulating local and foreign tourism. The idea 
of a Sky walk will open a new tourism horizon in Oman and we need those kinds of ideas to 
develop a lot of unused places, which can be attractive destinations with little effort.

          www.weser-skywalk.de

Opening new Horizons
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Futterkrippe Hagendorn

We heard about the “Futterkrippe” as a small shop which offers locally made products that 
are healthy and eco-friendly. Also we have read about it on the Internet. We knew that our 
trip would be amazing, as we had seen mouth-watering pictures on the internet especially 
in the shop’s Facebook page.  

Hagedorn is a small place with big abilities and high quality products. Futterkrippe shop was 
opened in 10th April 2011 with the idea of selling local products made by the residents of 
the village with good quality. The products include:  handicraft, clothes, and food stuff like 
herbs and fresh eggs  from free-running hens  of the adjacent  farm. We learned that this 
shop is part of a Germany-wide organization called “Hofladen Bauernland” – meaning “farm 
shop – rural area”.  During this organization, shops are helped with a view to marketing and 
admistrative business. Frequently, these farms also offer farm-stays for tourists who want to 
experience living and working in a farm.

The trip was really entertaining, we have spent a good time on the farm and in the shop and 
we wish that this idea would be applied by the local people in Oman. In many regions with 
low employment, there are shops which sell traditional Omani products to local residents, 
domestic and foreign tourists with low prices. This needs to be supported by an organization 
and with the help from the Ministry of Tourism.

A lot of information about setting up local product shops and about how to organize them 
country-wide can be found on the internet.

          www.hofladen-bauernladen.info

Regional and Homemade Products
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LWL-Open-Air Museum Detmold

This Museum for Folkloristics  in Detmold is the largest museum of its kind in Germany. It 
covers an area of over 90 hectares with more than 100 buildings. From April to October 
through ancient houses and rural lifestyle displays, visitors can learn about the past life in 
this area over the last 500 years.

During the visit to the museum the visitors will enjoy various workshops: sowing, shoema-
king, working in windmills and in the village bakery. In addition, a bookshop, educational 
programs and guided tours are on offer.

Applying the idea of this museum in Oman will be a very profitable project in the tourism 
sector. This is because; Oman is rich in history and authentic culture like traditional music, 
songs, clothes and foods. Thus, introducing an open air museum in Oman will give the tou-
rists a comprehensive knowledge about Oman’s history and culture. 

          www.lwl.org/freilichtmuseum-detmold

Tourism Preserving 
Cultural Heritage
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Tourist Information Centres

Tourist information centers exist to provide information and advice on what to do and see 
in a particular city, town, area, or country. Also, there are some tasks involved like booking 
accommodation, making reservations and selling related gifts and souvenirs. 

During the field training we have visited many tourist information centers in Bad Driburg, 
Warburg, Hammerhof Forest information center, Bad Lippspringe and the tourist information 
in the Volksbank Schlangen.

All these centers present for their visitors different kinds of brochures and maps which 
provide them information about main attractions, museums, parks, restaurants, and trans-
portation. In addition, some centers have terminals (touch screens) which help the tourists to 
know about the locations of the site with information and pictures.

Unfortunately, Oman has a shortage in tourist information centers and even the centers 
which existing are providing poor services. A country like Oman with huge attractions in all 
places deserves to have many centers with high quality. This is because these information 
centers are very important tools for attracting tourists as they provide them with all informa-
tion they need and then make their life easier in the destination. 

          www.intewo.org/sawah

Doors for Tourists
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Solar Parking

Today is going to be busy; we have many places to visit: Solar Energy Parking and Bad 
Lippspringe village. Also, we will meet Stephan Luering, who is working as a freelancer in 
INTEWO and promised us a good idea to make money out of something we have too much 
in Oman: sunshine.

Bad Lippspringe Solar Energy Parking is one of the places that uses the sun to produce pow-
er by storing it in cells located at the roof of the parking. Also, it includes a board that shows 
some statistics about how much power it generates, how much power it stores per second. 
In this place the generated solar power is used to recharge electronic cars (Eco-friendly cars) 
with reasonable price. This type of establishment would cost money for the initial investment, 
but would contribute to a better, more sustainable life. 

Recently, as the Sultanate of Oman started to advance in ECO world, this idea would be 
suitable for us because even in winter days the sun is shining for about 12 hours. 

Also, if this idea will develop, it will open a new horizon for local car companies selling 
electronic cars. A positive side-effect is the present maximum speed of 100 km/h of the 
so-called E-Car Solar, which will reduce accidents. 

Furthermore, we can use solar energy as cell phones charger (people are getting out of 
battery many times in a day). 

We do have all the requirements just we need to move our thinking from things which cost 
millions and billions to things which costs less and thus help the earth.

Our visit to Bad Lippspringe Solar Energy Parking made us think about the vast opportunities 
solar energy has in Oman. It opened a brainstorming with Henning Schwarze and Stephan 
Luering. Solar energy has a bright future in Oman, it just needs more attention. 

          www.solardeck.org

Money from the Sun
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Bad Lippspringe 

In Germany, the spa- and wellness industry always has been closely related to health care and goes back a long tradition, in 
some places to Roman times, 2000 years and more. After learning this, we were looking forward to visiting one of the more 
than 350 certified spas in Germany. The German word for such a wellness-health institution is “Bad” analog to the Latin based 
spa “Sanus per Aquam” meaning healing with water.

Bad Lippspringe is the name of the place that was founded in the 8th century at the area of the spring of the river Lippe. It 
is a beautiful city located in the way between Paderborn and Schlangen. The Health Park or Spa Garden in Bad Lippspringe 
was an amazing place to visit and interesting to discover its tourism side. We got to the place by cars with Mr. Henning and 
Mr. Stephen received us there. The place makes you feel better just by entering and walking around. The wonderful flowers, 
the old beautiful trees and the running water calm you and energize you at the same time. Everything makes you feel good 
in the garden. Inside the park, we walked around and discovered the place and we tried to get more information about the 
park and its use for health tourism. 

There are a number of water springs inside the garden and people use the water from these springs for treatment and you 
can drink it or walk inside it from special places for drink and another place for walking inside for feet treatment. They always 
take the old people and the patients for walking in the garden and to enjoy the nature and the atmospheres which helps their 
health condition and make them feel better, even we felt good and better after being there.  So our first thoughts about a place 
called “bad” were corrected to a really “good” one.
The mean purpose of establishing this type of parks is health care or health tourism which is considers one of the most 
popular types of tourism nowadays.  

There are a number of hospitals, health centers, spas and places for treating old people inside the garden which receives 
many visitors from all around the world to get treatment and medication. Also, there are places for children to play and for 
families to sit and enjoy in one of the cafes or restaurant inside the place. You can find shops and ice cream shops scattered 
around the park. 

In our opinion and after we took a over view to the Health Garden, we believe that we need a project like this garden in Oman, 
we have many good locations and we have a lot of water springs which can be the main idea of establishing similar projects to 
develop health tourism in Oman. One example of these locations is Al Kasafa water spring in AL Rustaq which we can already 
call it a spa, but with no facilities to attract visitors. We need more services to develop the place as tourism attraction. Al Tha-
wara water spring in Nakhal and the hot springs in Ghala are other examples for locations that we can apply similar idea on.

          www.bad-lippsringe.com

Health Tourism
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Forest Information Centre Hammerhof

The Hammerhof Conservation Center is located near the city of Paderborn and it is conside-
red one of the “must places” to visit in Teutoburger Wald Nature Park. It is one of the most 
important centers for the European bison which is an endangered species in Europe. (1996 
the IUCN classified the European bison as an endangered species).

The facilities of this center are designed on high standards which allow you to reach the 
location easily. Free parking and disabled-people parking are available. The main building 
includes an information center, a restaurant, a lecture hall, a museum and toilets.

Visitors can enjoy forest views and birds song during the 500m walk to the animal’s location 
on a suitable track. The animals are having a lot of space which allows them to move freely 
and visitors can see them easily and without any fear.

Hammerhof Conservation center is a good example for every conservation center. It has a lot 
of features, which we can apply in Oman especially in the Arabian Oryx reserve. Actually, the 
facilities in Arabian Oryx reserve are not to modern standards. For example, the information 
center is very old and it does not fulfill the tasks that it was built for. Also, a lecture hall for 
visitors needs to be added because tourists are coming to get information about the Oryx, 
not just to watch them. Another important point is to provide an information center with high 
standard of service such, as tablets and E-Guiding. Also, we recommend that accommoda-
tion; restaurant and rest areas should be provided for visitors because many tourists come 
from afar and would like to spend more time in the area.

          www.wald-und-holz.nrw.de

Rescue Place for Endangered Species
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Golf Club Westheim

We heard a lot about golf clubs in Germany and how people like to play golf. Especially 
we have read about the Westheim Golf Club, and learned that it is mentioned that this golf 
club has built to be suitable for all people not only rich people. No one of us had  been to a 
golf club before, but still we hoped to learn about  difference between Oman golf clubs and 
German golf clubs.

Golf is becoming an interesting and popular sport for many people those days, with people 
traveling around the world looking for the best places to play golf. The Golf Club Westheim 
is one of the finest golf clubs in the region. It was a very interesting and exciting experience 
for us to visit the golf club.

The golf club is located in Marsberg. A small historic town in the heart of Germany -approxi-
mately 40 Km from Paderborn.It has beautiful landscapeswith 14 holes.  When we reached 
the Gulf club Dr.Wolf-Peter Otto (owner of the golf club) greeted and welcomed us. Before 
the beginning of our trip around the golf club, Dr.Otto gave us a brief summary about the 
club and how he had established it. Also, he mentioned that he is trying to find an investor to 
upgrade the ground and build a hotel for the gulf club. Then, we started the trip around the 
club by golf carts. During the trip we stopped several times and Dr.Otto explained to us about 
the holes, training place, ground and the suitable condition for the playing area.

What made this golf club special are the reasonable membership price and the ability for 
everybody to join. We would like to take this idea back to Oman, because it is important 
that Omanis, especially young ones, practice more sports. The weather is good half a year 
in Oman for playing golf and soon the Sultanate will attract many golfers from the Northern 
hemisphere in winter, when playing golf is more difficult there. It would add to the attraction 
of Omani golf courses if the tourists can also mingle with Omani players. Therefore prices 
should be at sponsored prices for young Omanis.

          www.gc-westheim.de

Golf for All
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Foursquare

It was a wonderful day when we got familiar with an app called FOURSQUARE and we used it to allocate historical places in 
Schlangen and we did add several places to the app. Also, we did write some tips in FOURSQUARE which will help other people.

FOURSQUARE it is an app that works in new generation devices (tablet, smart phones), it depends on a built-in GPS system in your 
device. This app has no similarity to any app which is a good advantage for FOURSQUARE. 

The most exciting thing about the app is the check-in tech! This tech allows your GPS to allocate your place and to check-in in it. 
For example, you are in Italian restaurant, you can open the app and by clicking in the Check-in button your GPS will allocate your 
place then a list of nearby points of interest will appear, you can choose the Italian restaurant to check-in and if the restaurant is 
not listed, you have the ability to add it easily and directly. Besides that, whenever you check-in you can share it with your friends 
in Facebook and Twitter.

The second attention-grabbing thing is allowing the owners of a venue to make campaigns (special offers) for their customers 
by creating a business account in FOURSQUARE website and claim their venues. As an owner you can make different kinds of 
campaigns such as, Swarm Special, Friends Special, Flash Special, Newbie Special, Check-in Special, Loyalty Special and Mayor 
Special. This is a good marketing tool which will made your business be popular in FOURSQUARE, FACEBOOK, TWITTER and all 
around the internet.

The third interesting thing about the app is whenever you check-in in a place you will receive points and awards, which will turn 
on the challenge between you and your friends. Also, the more you check-in in a place, the more your chance of being the mayor 
(the highest number of check-in in same place for the last 60 days) of the place will increase. 

The last impressive thing is leaving a tip for FOURSQURE users which can turn any place up down or down up. This tech kind of 
similar to review tech but it is not, the review is a detailed description about a thing but the tip is a short description about a thing, 
and that’s what people likes, a little words that describes a lot. 

FOURSQURE is a free app with powerful techs and well-categorized functions. This app does not only shows you the best-nearby 
places, it shows you a menu with different categories such as, food, nightlife, coffee, shopping, sights, arts, trending, recently 
opened and Specials. Recently, this app has playing a huge role in business world especially tourism industry. It is advisable to 
start spreading the knowledge of using such apps because nowadays people are engaged to technology and they are updated 
daily about their friends’ activities via Facebook or Twitter.

          www.foursquare.com

New Marketing Tools
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GPS Nature Trail Ossendorf  

Ossendorf is the location where the official opening ceremony for the launching of a new GPS 
nature trail of the area was held. 

The trail was done by INTEWO and the event was well organized, all parts of the ceremony 
were covered, even food, information desks and music were managed for entertainment; to 
make the launching more interesting and entertaining for the audience.

The launching ceremony was started by a welcoming speech by  the Landrat (district coun-
selor). This was followed by other speeches which were talking about the GPS Trail project: 
when it started, why it’s so important for tourism and how useful this application can be for 
tourists and local people specially hiking fans.

Next phase was where Mr.Stefan Krooss explained the idea of GPS nature Trail and its fun-
ctionality. It is a destination mobile web Application that users can download to their smart 
phones. It works as tour guiding solution supported by audios, videos and pictures. Users of 
this App Can access to informations on GPS-supported digital tour-guides in Smart phones.
Later on, the event continued by having a tour in Ossendorf. The tour was guided by Dr. 
Burkhard Beinlich, who covered all educational, geological and historical parts.

The tour in Ossendorf let the audience enjoy the town’s beautiful forest and other unique 
landscapes that will amaze hiking fans all the way around specially the hiking path passed 
by Heinberg Turm which is considered one of the most important monuments in Ossendorf.

Opening Ceremony, GPS Nature Trail Ossendorf finished at 16:30 leaving a new star in 
INTEWO’s sky of achievements.

          www.intewo.org/sawah

E-Guiding
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Norderney Island

When we heard that we can join the INTEWO team for their project to develop a GPS nature trail on Norderney, Germany’s oldest 
North Sea spa, we hastened to Google for more information. It sounded good to us that Norderney has “a thriving cultural scene 
in the west, unspoilt nature in the east, and beaches as far as the eye can see. And all this in a unique habitat with UNESCO 
World Natural Heritage status.” We knew that we would learn about how to develop an island’s tourism potential, how to deal with 
natural resources in a national park and were hoping to enjoy some of the places just as tourists.

We were not disappointed. Norderney is one of the most beautiful locations that we have visited in Germany. It is located in the 
Germany’s North Sea with about 6,200 inhabitants. We went there by ferry, - a “maiden voyage” for all of us. Shaking off some 
stress from homework, we had to think how relaxing a trip by ferry from Al Seeb to Quriat would be. (No traffic jams on the sea!) 
We understood that the island has been used as a health tourism place for more than 200 years – you get healthier just by bree-
zing in the fresh air and relaxing on the beach or in one of the pretty coffee shops or restaurants. People from all ages enjoyed 
playing football or swimming, cycling or walking on some 80 km of dedicated paths around the island.

Seeing these vibrant touristic activities, we wondered what makes the island a World Heritage Site, because we were also looking 
for possible twinning partners in Oman. Of course we thought immediately of Oman’s islands, especially the two that were sub-
mitted on UNESCO’s  World Heritage Tentative List in 2013 – The Dimaniyaat Islands and The Hallaniyaat Islands. Back home, we 
read about the ten criteria that a landscape has to meet in order to “be considered as a natural heritage by the UNESCO, of which 
at least one has to be fulfilled. The Heritage Site Wadden Sea satisfies three of them; criteria viii, ix and x of the UNESCO list.” 
The proposed Nature Reserve encompassing Hallaniyaat Islands is very important “to contain the most important and significant 
natural habitats for in-situ conservation of biological diversity, including those containing threatened species of outstanding uni-
versal value from the point of view of science or conservation.” 

These islands need to protect their fish population e.g. especially the rare Giant Trevally by encouraging touristic sports fishing 
over illegal commercial fishing. Sports fishermen catch and release the fish, whereas commercial fishing with huge nets and long-
lines destroys all maritime life including corals. Recognizing the islands as World Heritage would also improve the living standards 
of the local population by introducing sustainable tourism.

We think that in a way also the Al Qurum Mangrove Park could be proposed to UNESCO in this respect for the same reasons.  
In any case, we want to learn more about twinning of WHS hoping to make an impact on protecting the unique nature of Oman. 

          www.norderney.de

Twinning of World Heritage Sites
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Externsteine is one of the best places landscape and nature lovers can visit. This natural 
reserve holds a35m high towering group of rocks that can be breathtaking to admire. The 
great location of the Externsteine rocks in the Teutoburger Forest let it be surrounded by 
trees from different species and host wide range of wild life.

250000 visitors and tourists per year visit the Externsteine reserve; not only to enjoy the 
beauty of nature with dramatic rocks hugging green trees and cold clean lake water, they 
also visit the location to know more about its biodiversity. Visitors also want to find out about 
the geology of these rocks that played an important role since the lower Cretaceous period, 
some 70 million years ago.

To attract families, the reserve contains some interesting activities for kids too, as it’s also an 
educational site where children can learn about Teutoburger forest while having fun.  

During our tour in Externsteine we used GPS natural trail application. As it was explained 
earlier in other article of GPS nature Trail Ossendorf. This trail is a destination mobile web 
Application that users can download to their smart phones. It works as tour guiding solution 
supported by audios, video’s and pictures. Using the application makes the whole tour very 
easy, educational and interesting.

Also, we were supported by movie production team from Oman who was making a docu-
mentary about our internship. We made several interviews, explaining our aims and goals 
from this internship and INTEWO‘s great support in this training course.

Thinking about Applying GPS Nature Trail in Oman can be a very useful idea, especially 
in similar places to Externsteine, e.g. GPS Nature trail around Jebel al-Sifa. Locations like 
Al.Sifa which diverse between marina life and rocks, nature and modern hotels with lot of 
tourist facilities need GPS trail to help tourist and visitors to get familiar with the location  and 
services which are provided.

          www.externsteine-info.de

Externsteine

More than just Rocks
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It was an amazing day and a special experience for us. We went to Altenbeken and attended 
an event called Viaduktfest. Altenbeken is a small city located near the center of Paderborn. 
It is only 15 minutes from Paderborn by train. As usual we took the bus from Bad Lippspringe 
where we lived to the train station in Paderborn. Then we looked for a train that goes to Alten-
beken. This is the second time for us traveling by train after the first time when we arrived to 
Germany, so we were very excited to try it again. The train came at 3:30 and it took exactly 
15 minutes to Altenbeken. We arrived there at 3:45pm- exactly as the timetable had said. 
Right from the train station Altenbeken we noticed that the event is very important for the city 
because there were a lot of advertisements for the event all around the city. We followed the 
signs that lead to the event and it was very easy for us to get there. 

The event was very nice and interesting. There were some games for children,restaurants, 
traditional dances, music and a number of old trains with steam engine that were used in the 
past. The most important place for us was the tourism street where you can find numerous 
organizations and companies related to tourism. One of the organizations which was there 
is Naturpark Teutoburger Wald and we meet Dirk Watermann, Director of the nature park. He 
gave us information and tourist material about the park and explained how importantit is for 
tourism. When we left, we were loaded with material in German - homework for us.

It became evident that this event is very vital for improving tourism in the region, by attracting 
many people and promoting the place. The advertisement was well-published and also the 
sign direction made it very easy for visitors to reach the event. The event was well-organized 
with all facilities that the visitors needed. 

We recommend that smaller communities in Oman should have events like this one to en-
courage the domestic tourism in different places. Also, this will let people know about the 
history and culture of the city that hosts the event. These events do not need to be for a 
month like Muscat or Salalah Festivals, but for instance one Saturday in Barka, the next in 
Rustaq etc. This would also encourage small local enterprises, especially in the hospitality 
field, to offer local dishes and handicrafts. These events should be sponsored by the local 
industry that will be able to market their products.

          www.altenbeken.de

Viadukt-Fest Altenbeken

Celebrating Traditions
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The District Lippe is located in east of North Rhine-Westphalia state; which is one of 16 fe-
derated states that made up Germany. We went to visit Mr. Friedel Heuwinkel the Landrat of 
district Lippe in Kreishaus. Landrat is a German word for the leader of a rural district council 
or land counselor. 

After a warm welcome, Mr. Heuwinkel gave as a brief introduction about district Lippe. He 
started by talking about the history, location and its importance in tourism industry as well 
as explaining district Lippe‘s objectives. It was a lot that they are aiming to achieve. Then 
he gave as some good examples for positive relationships between Oman and Germany 
and from here we can refer to many business and economic cooperations between two 
countries such as in 2009, Germany exported to Oman 545.8 million EUR and on the other 
hand, imported 18.2 million EUR in 2010. Other good example for positive relations between 
Oman and Germany is Goods that every year are being imported and exported from Oman.  
German goods for Oman as an example are: vehicles, machineries, textiles, pharmaceuti-
cals. Moreover, in 2008 23 Million Euro Germany made direct investments in Oman and in 
2009 46 million Euro. Like many countries, Germany and Oman understood how important it 
is to cooperate with each other in terms of having development in training of young citizens. 
Therefore, some projects such as iMove activities started in March 2003 with a seminar on 
“Vocational Education made in Germany”. IMove is jointly organized with the German Indust-
ry and Commerce Office for Oman, as well as the German Agency for Technical Cooperation 
(GTZ) and other Arabic countries. 

After talking about positive relationships between two countries Mr. Heuwinkel talked about 
his job and tourism in district Lippe. The meeting ended by Mr. Friedel Heuwinkel best wishes 
for both countries toward success in the future and for us a pleasant time in Germany. For us 
it was great to be received by a high official, which made us feel special.

          www.lippe.de

Lippe District

Meeting with the Landrat
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Next to the visits to some of the important touristic highlights in the Nature Park Teutoburger 
Forest / Eggegebirge, the students also met several stakeholders from the region, in order to 
gain knowledge of tourist and regional development.

1. Visiting the Gräflicher Hotel & Spa, Bad Driburg
2. Meeting and discussion with Mr. Burkhard Deppe, Mayor of Bad Driburg
3. Visiting the Bilster Berg Drive Resort
4. Visiting the Leonardo Cube in Bad Driburg
5. Meeting and discussion with Mr. Michael Stickeln, Mayor of Warburg
6. Meeting and discussion with Mr. Ulrich Knorr, Mayor of Schlangen

Stakeholder Meetings

Learning from Experience

5

6
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